Text Similarity Detection & Plagiarism Prevention Solution

Ouriginal is an educational technology company providing an industry-leading text similarity detection and plagiarism prevention solution to secondary and higher education institutions worldwide.

Ouriginal’s cloud-based plagiarism prevention system is fully automated, utilizing advanced machine learning to deliver unparalleled accuracy for coverage and usability. A text-matching system is combined with author metrics for the ultimate originality check, quickly generating a comprehensive plagiarism report with detailed results. The solution is highly scalable and integrates seamlessly into your current workflow, whether through a learning management system (LMS) or standalone. Ouriginal works with major LMSs, including Canvas, D2L’s Brightspace, Google Classroom, and Moodle, as well as the Microsoft Teams communication platform.

Contract Highlights:

- **Preferred contract pricing** for E&I members.
- **All-inclusive pricing model** for system integration, training, ongoing support, data transfer, and enhancements.
- **Cloud-based architecture**—Microsoft Azure.
- **Three decades of combined strengths, experience, and expertise** in plagiarism detection for education from the merger of two leading providers: Urkund and PlagScan.
- **Author metrics create student profiles**; the system automatically checks to ensure all metrics match the original profile, easily detecting ghostwriting, essay mills, etc.
- **Compliant with Section 508 Standards** requiring a fully-accessible solution for all students, faculty, and administration.
- **Full compliance with strict GDPR data privacy requirements** protecting the intellectual property of students and instructors.

Visit our website at www.eandi.org/contracts/ouriginal for more information, or contact your Member Relations Representative or Rick Carollo, Business Development Manager, Technology, at rcarollo@eandi.org.
Contract Details

Getting Started: To sign up for this contract, please complete the Letter of Participation form. If you are interested in signing up for multiple E&I contracts, please use our EZ Button. You must be registered and logged in to the website to access the EZ Button.

Effective Dates: 9.1.2020 – 8.31.2025

Prices/Discounts: Visit www.eandi.org/contracts/ouriginal for pricing and discount details.

Payment Terms: Net 30-interest accrued at 1.5% per month after 60 days.

Credit Cards Accepted: American Express, Discover, Mastercard, and Visa

Place Orders With: Contact: Steve Martinez, Sales Manager, Ouriginal  
Email: steve.martinez@ouriginal.com

Warranty: At a minimum, there shall be a three (3) year warranty from the date of delivery to include parts, labor, and travel. For third party providers, the manufacturer’s standard warranty shall apply. Lifetime warranties shall remain in force regardless of whether the resulting agreement is still in place. Supplier may offer a warranty that clearly illustrates an improvement to the manufacturer’s standard warranty and benefit to the member. Supplier shall track the product warranty for all products sold to the member. Loaner products shall be made available while the member’s equipment is out for warranty repair. Supplier certifies and warrants that all products sold to members shall be: New and genuine, free from defects in content and materials, provided as per the manufacturer’s requirements, sold or manufactured via legal and reputable channels, and not misbranded.

Return Policy: The Supplier shall accept the following as reasons for a return or credit: The product is defective or nonconforming, the product is incorrectly ordered or shipped, the product is received as an overage or the order is duplicated and shipped in error and the overage is noted on the shipping document(s), or the product receipt is late or delayed, and because the late or delayed delivery is deemed in good faith by the member to be unusable or no longer needed.

Request Literature: Contact: Rick Carollo, Business Development Manager, Technology  
Phone: 303.478.8516  Email: rcarollo@eandi.org

Federal ID Number: 84-3511818

RFP Number: Competitive Solicitation RFP #683523

Contract Number: CNR-01521

Note: When placing orders, please identify yourself as an E&I member. All pricing and contract terms are strictly confidential, and recipients are not authorized to disclose such information to competing suppliers or use it in negotiations with existing or potential suppliers.